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The Technical Guidance Notes are produced by NHBC as guidance solely for our builder customers as to how 
to interpret the technical requirements in relation to the warranty cover provided by NHBC under its Buildmark, 
Buildmark Choice, Buildmark Link, Buildmark Solo, Buildmark Connect or any similar product from time to time. It 
has not been created or intended for distribution or use outside of that purpose. The information contained in this 
Technical Guidance Note does not constitute advice and is not to be relied upon by any third party. Nothing in 
this Technical Guidance Note is intended to, nor should it be taken to, create any legal or contractual relationship. 
Any third party who chooses to rely upon the information contained in the Technical Guidance Notes shall do so 
entirely at their own risk and NHBC accepts no duty of care or liability, however caused, in connection with its use 
or reliance by any third party.

Fixing roof tiles in valleys
(May 2024) (Second issue - supersedes December 2024)

Question
Is it acceptable to fix roof tiles in open inclined roof valleys without mortar bedding?

Considerations
	z  NHBC Standards clause 7.2-S12(d) refers to bedding roof tiles in mortar when using valley tiles or lead-lined 

valleys.
	z �BS�5534�‘code�of�practice�for�slating�and�tiling’�says�roof�tiles�should�be�mechanically�fixed�at�each�side�of�

valleys.
	z Roof tile manufacturers’ literature refers to the bedding of their roof tiles to lined valley gutters and valley tiles.
	z  Manufacturers of GRP valley gutter liner systems generally provide edging strips on their liners for bedding of 

roof tiles.
	z �Bedding�of�tiles�provides�a�method�for�securing�small�cut�sections�of�tile�that�extend�beyond�the�tiling�battens�

and�which�cannot�be�mechanically�fixed.
	z  In parts of Scotland it has been common practice not to bed roof tiles in valleys. Some roof tile manufacturers 

recognise�this�and�advise�on�the�use�of�extra�wide�tiles�to�avoid�small�cut�tiles�or�the�use�of�additional�
intermediate�tiling�battens�to�provide�a�means�for�mechanically�fixing�each�section�of�tile.

Answer
Valley tiles should be cut and bedded in mortar to help secure the tile and prevent entry of wind driven rain, large 
insects and birds into the batten space.

In areas where it has been common practice (i.e. parts of Scotland), non-bedding of roof tiles in valleys can be 
accepted�provided�all�cut�tiles�are�mechanically�fixed�and�a�mesh�or�comb�filler�is�used�to�prevent�the�entry�of�birds�
and�large�insects�into�the�batten�spaces.�Where�there�is�any�query�on�the�method�of�dry�fixing�being�employed�
written�confirmation�should�be�provided�by�the�roof�tile�manufacturer.
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